: The dates of 578 books in Locke's library catalogue classified here as "medical" or "chemical" (indicated by cross-hatched and solid bars, respectively). Showing the number of titles in each 5 year period ending at the year shown on the abscissa. The peak of medical books in 1565-70 is due to Locke making a separate entry for each of the thirteen parts of Estienne's Medicae artis principes (Paris, 1567 , Folkestone, Winterdown Books, 1990, pp. 142-61. Locke's medical notes often show innovations in method, such as the symbols he placed in the margins and the condensed notation for daily observations which he used for 14 cases of measles in February 1670 (MS. d.9, . G G Meynell, 'John Locke's method of commonplacing, as seen in his drafts and his medical notebooks, Bodleian MSS. Locke d.9, f.21 and f.23', The Seventeenth Century, 1993, 8: 245-67;  Appendix I).
I I I
Locke's personal library was substantial and included over 400 titles of medical and scientific interest, as became evident in 1965 after publication of its catalogue, edited by Harrison and Laslett.s While he went through a book, he made notes in one of a series of notebooks, comprising common-place books and diaries, which were catalogued in 1959.6 Yet, despite the volume of work published on Locke in recent years, no systematic examination of these notebooks seems to have been made in order to see which of his books Locke actually used, as distinct from merely owning. Clearly, he was unlikely to have been influenced by a book he had never read. The main object here, therefore, is to identify which books Locke mentions in his medical notebooks, together with their location and other details, notably his indexes. When Locke read a book, he often indexed its contents. Such indexes have been neglected although they show which pages caught Locke's attention and, no less interesting, which he passed over. For example, his index to Sydenham's Observationes medicae (London, 1676. HL.2814) entirely omits any reference to the Preface, generally regarded as one of the most important chapters Sydenham ever wrote. The explanation may lie in the known association between the two men.7
The library catalogue alone showed that the present study would include several hundred titles at the very least.8 To render this number manageable, a database was set up with a separate record for each book.9 The collection of records could then be sorted almost instantaneously according to criteria chosen at will and used either singly or in combination. A simple example is whether a book is mentioned in a particular notebook. It is equally possible to select or ignore all books whose titles include a string like "med" or "sal", or to select using multiple criteria. For example, to select only those medical Newsletter, 1996, no. 27, pp. 65-74. 8 The catalogue has 3,641 titles of which an unspecified 401 (11.1%) were classed as "medical" (Harrison and Laslett (1965) , op. cit., note 5 above, p. 18. The 2nd ed. includes an index with a more detailed classification of the books with separate entries for, e.g., anatomy, modem medicine and physiology). 9 A copy of the dalabase is available for general use in the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine and may be copied, but it needs to be used with discretion as a preliminary draft of data that are often incomplete. Originally, the database was used as a convenient finding aid and notepad, and it still shows its origins. In general, the difficulties arise partly beas Locke's notes often lack an essential detail and partly because he often used different editions of the same title, which may simply be pirated reprints. It is best used for tracing an author or the contents of a particular notebook Sydenham', Janus, 1962, 50: 193-7) .
13 K Dewhurst, 'Some 17th-century veterinary notes from the journals of John Locke (1632-1704)', Vet. Rec., 1962, 74: 996-9. 14 Many similar judgements occur in l3rit. Lib Occasional entries are marked by an unusual symbol printed here as "C:" which resembles a capital C enclosing three dots or, on one occasion, a minute "3". It evidently signified "from", as in the entry "Ld. Brooke of Episcopy. C:Milton Ariopatica [!] p.35".'7 Examples are "C:Ward" (possibly Isaiah Ward of Christ Church), "C:Iv." (Dr Ivie, a family friend) or "C:Stub", often given as "C:S", who was Henry Stubbe, exWestminster School and Christ Church like Locke, physician, classicist and UnderLibrarian of the Bodleian (1657).
Other notes are marked "Barlo". This was Thomas Barlow, the distinguished Oxford academic who, amongst other appointments, became Bodley's Librarian (1652) In the fully-developed form of Locke's method of common-placing, the source of an entry is easy to determine, as in the reference from George Castle's The chymical Galenist, 1667, mentioned above. But elsewhere the source may be less obvious. The bare reference "Barlo" is identifiable because his name is associated with only one title. Unfortunately, this is not the case with many medical authors whom Locke might quote simply as "Hippo", "Holl" or "Ent". When he did add more detail, he often picked out from the title only the words he considered significant. An instance that occurs frequently is "Paulli botan . . . 67" which is Paulli's Quadripartitum botanicum de simplicium medicamentorumfacultatibus (Strasbourg, Paulli, 1667 1962-67, 7: 42-6. proportionately fewer books than Hyde which had been printed in Britain and more from continental countries like Germany, Switzerland, Italy and Denmark. And that the latter arose from the preponderance of books by Rasmus and Thomas Bartholin.27
The notebooks examined here are described in Table 1 . They include all those likely to be of medical importance, thanks to Locke's usual practice, discussed later, of reserving each notebook for a specific topic.28 The number of identifiable titles differs very markedly from one notebook to another. MS. f.17 has 279 because it includes a long list of books Locke left in the care of his friend, James Tyrrell, whereas MS. f.21 has only two because it is a shorthand version of clinical notes by Locke and Sydenham. The dates of imprints in a given notebook are never identical and may differ very considerably, as shown by the earliest and latest dates given by Long.29 The distribution of dates is always markedly skewed to the right as in Figure 1 27, 79, 80a, 111, 129, 161, 179, 194, 200, 216, 218, 220, 221d, 257, 265, 298a, 349a, 349b, 385, 394, 399, 406, 440, 459, 460,487,488, 496, 497, 503a, 614c, 616, 647, 654a, 668, 669, 728, 729, 731, 741, 742a, 748, 749, 750, 760, 794, 805, 806, 845b, 846, 847, 964, 973a, 1118 , 1149 , 1183 , 1222 , 1222a , 1222b , 1238 , 1249 , 1276 , 1302 , 1320 , 1365 , 1383a , 1397 , 1398a , 1414 , 1438 , 1442 , 1453 , 1457 , 1457a , 1466b , 1487a , 1578 , 1584 , 1585 , 1627 , 1630 , 1650a , 1660 , 1711 , 1740 , 1815 , 1890 , 1892 , 1893 , 1899 , 1911 , 1940 , 1985 , 1986 , 2056 , 2066 , 2118 , 2138 , 2194 , 2298 , 2304 , 2316 , 2317 , 2318 , 2319 , 2320 , 2321 , 2322 , 2323 , 2324 , 2511 , 2533 , 2598 , 2600a , 2616b , 2619 , 2624 , 2625 , 2633a , 2640 , 2662 , 2663 , 2664 , 2698 , 2751a , 2754 , 2811 , 2812 , 2813 , 2816a , 2817c , 2956 , 2957 , 2976 , 3031 and 3169. Chemistry: HL.37, 50, 128, 131a, 155, 193, 214a, 221b, 252, 456, 558, 558a, 704, 1031a , 1158 , 1226 , 1255 , 1256 , 1257 , 1258 , 1259 , 1260 , 1261 , 1262 , 1263 , 1264 , 1265 , 1266 , 1267 , 1268 , 1269 , 1270 , 1577 , 1647 , 1714 , 1833 , 1938 , 1999 , 2103 , 2105 , 2454 , 2601c , 2818 , 2958a , 3032, 3034, 3036, 3038, 3041 and 3131. Botany: HL.2692 . Miscellaneous: HL.39, 54, 55, 56, 57, 117, 166, 170, 290, 360, 395, 405, 414, 416, 417, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 441, 442, 443,445,446,448,449,450,451,452,454,455, 458, 461,463,464,470,471,472,473, 562a, 563, 564, 565, 809, 1246 , 1360 , 1646 , 1707 , 1708 , 1962 , 1967 , 2115 , 2189 , 2305 , 2452 What is even more surprising is the absence of notes on two authors whose books are prominently represented in Hyde. The first is Glauber with 17 titles (HL. 1254-1270) of which 16 do not appear to have been mentioned: the exception is his Furni novi philosophici (HL.1259) which is cited with three other authors on the preparation of "Mercurius philosophorum".3 The second is Boyle with 64 titles of which only 11 are cited in the notebooks.34 Disregarding four which are theological (HL.450, 452, 454, 455) , some of the remaining 49 books include sections of undeniable medical interest which incidentally bear on medical questions Lgcke studied with Thomas Sydenham with whom he was closely associated after moving to London in 1667. One is how "insalubrity of the air" was related to the onset of plague. This is a major topic in Section V of Sydenham's Methodus (2nd edition, London, Crook, 1668) which appeared after he and Locke had become acquainted and which may indeed have been written with Locke's help.35 Another is the role of "Nature" in the cure of disease, a theme of Sydenham' s books which was also discussed by Boyle.36
Books Cited
Of the books Locke did read, those he rated most highly depends on how they are judged. Locke himself sometimes graded books (and treatments copied from others) by placing against his entry a bar with 1-3 dots placed above or below. He (Meynell, 1991, op. cit., note 11 above, pp. 33-45) .
3 See Boyle's A free enquiry into the vul[g]arly received notion ofNature (HL.470). M Neuburger, 'An historical survey of the concept of Nature from a medical viewpoint', Isis, 1944, 35: 16-28 notebooks. Instead, he generally mentioned a book frequently in one notebook but not in others, as if he allotted each notebook to one topic and its literature; and when that was finished, he moved on to the next notebook. Thus, of the 18 authors and 9 notebooks listed in Table 3 , nine authors were quoted in only one notebook each (e.g. Velthusius); six authors were quoted in two (e.g. Ingrassia); leaving only three authors quoted in more than two notebooks (and each of these three is found predominantly in one notebook each: e.g. Helmont in MS. d.9 and Sennert in f.18). Locke and his friends were typical supporters of the "modems" and disparaged "fancy" and "speculative theorems"; and in this respect his interest in writers such as Helmont and Willis may seem anomalous. But his objection was not to speculation as such but to speculation entirely unsupported by experiment and direct observation.44 In Helmont, for example, speculation is rampant and, in many accounts of his work, his speculations receive far more prominence than his practical achievements in the laboratory-for a notable exception, see Pagel's essay for the Dictionary of scientific biography-which were presumably what attracted Locke in the first place (Helmont's Ortus medicinae appeared in 1648 shortly before Locke went to Oxford). Willis's lectures in 1663-64 were noted down by Locke and by Lower, and are again full of speculation. But they are also full of Willis's own observations such as 'This I have found by experiment" or "When I first saw him".45
Whether Locke was ever as interested in the theories of the chemists as in their chemical preparations will not be clear until his notes have been analysed but he certainly seems to give far more space to practical chemistry and the preparation of remedies than to speculation. One of the most important practical chemical techniques was heating in a furnace, the subject of Glauber's Furni (HL. 1259, which Locke quoted), in which Glauber described five types of furnace followed by numerous preparations made with each. But furnaces raise severe problems in practice like degradation of their brick linings and leakage through poorly sealed containers; and such humdrum though critical points of laboratory technique appear frequently in Locke's notebooks. Many of the details came from his Oxford friends or from Boyle, and might, for example, be the address of a man who sold bottles with reliable glass stoppers, a reservoir and cannula for irrigating wounds, or the construction of a furnace like that used in Boyle's laboratory.46
At some point in discussing Locke's books, it is usual to consider how his reading influenced his work, his intellectual development and so on, but to attempt to do so here appears next to impossible, given the number of authors involved. A further difficulty is that what Locke did not mention in his notebooks is surely as interesting as what he did. Two examples have already been noted here, the numerous books by Glauber and by Boyle that are listed in Hyde but not cited by Locke in his notebooks. Another concerns Locke's notes on anatomy, about which both he and Sydenham had severe reservations.47 In his manuscript, Anatomia (1668), Locke argued that anatomy was clearly useful to surgeons but was, by its nature, inherently limited in scope because "nature performs all her operations in the body by parts soe minute & in sensible that I think noe body will ever hope or pretend by the assistance of glasses or any other invention to come to a sight of them". Nevertheless, Locke owned sixteen books by well-known anatomists of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and referred to at least eight of them. 
